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Sarasvatichandra is an elusive phantom living in day-
dreams. In one such, he sees his friend Chandrakant and
Kumud. He tells the dream-friend, " Chandrakant! Sweet
philosophy buoys me up into the Heavens: I fly, effortless,
like Dante in his Paradise." Kumud—the dream-girl—falls
at his feet and says, " Thou hast no right to rise without
me. Am I not the Beatrice whose visions fill thy soul and
fly as thou fliest ?" " Sweet Angel of purity, " answers the
hero "thou art, thou art. Fair etherial spirit, Guide us
into the higher regions. Thou shalt raise us all."
The nineteenth century is gilded with the golden hues
of Puranic idealism. The effort was the outcome of dis-
content with the sordid present and a longing to see the
ideals of the past become a reality in the future. Mallaraja
is a Rajarshi; Jarashankar is a walking Shastra; Maniraj is
a prince from DasakumHracarita; Sarasvatichandra is a
product of the Bombay University, no doubt, but removed
from modern surroundings. He is 'transmigrated back in-
to the body of some quiet and retired Rshi of antiquity',1
The living Romanticism of modern European literature is
replaced by the emanciated variety of mediaeval kathas.
VI.
Part IV of the work, styled * Sarasvafi-nuh Manorftjya;'
The Thought-land of the Goddess of Learning, brings the
series to a close. Sarasvatichandra temporarily accepts
the discipleship of the head of the monastery at Sundargiri.
A little away from the hill, where the river meets
the sea, is a parallel settlement of bavis, female ascetics,
of the same sect. The bavis recover Kumud from the river
and revive her. The lovers meet each other, and cannot
conceal their mutual attachment. The shrewd bavas and
bavis come to know of their love and they obligingly ar-
range a meeting for the lovers. For three days and nights
they live in two neighbouring caves, meet every night, talk
love of the spiritual, or, rather, ultra-sentimental variety.
And, thanks to the yogic powers of the head of the bavas,
they wander in their sleep into the land of siddhas, where
they hold endless conversation on diverse topics with the
dead, and with birds and beasts possessing allegorical signifi-
1.   The Preface in English.

